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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with differential relations of the form 
x’ eF(t, x) U-1) 
where F is a multifunction, defined in a suitable subset of W+l, with values 
that are nonempty compact but not necessarily convex subsets of W. 
Our aim is to prove some general selection theorems from which the 
existence ofa solution f(1 .I) can be deduced as a direct consequence of 
Schauder’s classical fixed point heorem. This offers a broad unified view on 
a number of recent existence theorems for the solution f(1.1) that have been 
obtained by a variety of different techniques [3,4, 7, 8, IO]. 
Selection theorems have been used for similar purposes previously, 
implicitly as in [3] and explicitly as in [7]. For example, in the simplest case, 
when F is Hausdorff continuous and the values of F are nonempty uniformly 
bounded compact convex sets, it is known that there exists a continuous 
selection for F, i.e., a continuous mapping f that satisfies f(t, X) E F(t, x) [2]. 
Hence, in this case, the existence ofa solution f(1.1) results atonce from 
Peano’s existence theorem for ordinary differential equations. However, 
when the values of F are not necessarily convex sets, no such continuous 
selection need exist in general, not even when (I. 1) admits asolution [5]. 
The selection theorems we prove here establish the existence ofa selection 
for each of the mappings t - F(t, u(t)) relative to a given family of continuous 
mappings t --+ u(t), and determine the properties ofthat selection asthey 
depend upon (t, U) jointly and separately. 
* This work was done in part while the author was Visiting Professor atthe Istituto 
Matematico “U. Dini,” and it was supported in part by the U.S. Army Research 
Office (Durham). 
t This work was done in part while the author was Visiting Professor at the 
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Our approach, which is essentially elementary, rests entirely upon the system- 
atic use of continuous partitions f unity and the construction of suitable 
approximate selections. The role of the latter issomewhat analogous tothe role 
step-functions play in the approximation fcontinuous real-valued functions 
on a compact interval, and the role played by approximate solutions inthe 
construction of solutions ofordinary and generalized differential equations. 
2. CONTINUOUS APPROXIMATE SELECTIONS 
Throughout this paper, we will be concerned with a mapping F that is 
defined in a compact subset R of R n+l and takes its values in the family 
camp X of nonempty compact subsets of a bounded subspace X of UP. For 
simplicity, we will assume that X C W is a closed ball with center at the 
origin and radius M > 0 and R = I x B where B C [w” is a closed ball with 
center at the origin and radius b > 0, I = J, and J = [0, T[ C R is a 
nonempty interval with T < b/M. 
Clearly, X is a compact space for the metric dinduced on X by the given 
norm on W”. Let D be the Hausdor-E metric on camp X induced by d. Then 
camp X is complete and precompact, and hence a compact metric space 
for D. Thus, F: R -+ camp X may be viewed as a mapping from one metric 
space into another and therefore its moothness properties may be defined 
in the usual way. 
Let V denote the Banach space of continuous mappings of I into W, let 
9 be the Banach space of (equivalence lasses of) Lebesgue integrable 
mappings of I into UP, and define x as the set of absolutely continuous 
mappings u: I + UP such that u(0) = 0 and 11 u’(t)11 < M at almost every 
i! EI. 
PROPOSITION 1. K is a (nonempty) compact onvex subset of V. 
Note that u E .% implies (t, u(t)) E R for every t E I. Hence any II EJK 
generates a mapping t ---f F(t, u(t)) ofI into camp X, which will be denoted 
throughout by G(u). 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose F: R + camp X is continuous. Then, for every 
E > 0, there exist a continuous mapping : Y -+ 9 such that, for each uE s, 
d(g(u)(t), G(u)(t)) < Eat almost every tEI. 
Let E > 0 be given. Since F is continuous, hence uniformly continuous 
in R, there xists a d > 0 such that 
D(W, 4, F(s, Y)) -c E
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for any two points (t, x), (s, y) in R with It---s1 <A, Ix--y] <A. 
Let (Ui)l(i(N be a (finite) open covering ofX such that diam Vi < A for 
every i; let (pi)rCiGN be acontinuous partition of unity subordinate to (UJ; 
choose for every ia point ui E Ui; and let (~~)l(i~N be a sequence ofLebesgue 
measurable mappings of I into 08” such that, for every i, vi(t) E G(u,)(t) at 
almost every t~1. Such mappings zli exist because each G(ui) is continuous 
and hence measurable in I[l]; in fact, clearly, vuiE 9 for every i. 
Set, for each uE X, 
tow = 0, 0) = L(u) + m(u), 1 <i<N. 
Define the interval Ji(u) = [tiWl(u), ti(u)[ for every iso that J = u Ji(u), 
and denote by x[jd(u)] thecharacteristic function fIi(u). 
We construct thedesired mappingg: X + 9 by defining, foreach uE X, 
the restriction of g(u) to J as 
d”)lJ = 5 XUit”)I vi (2-l) 
1 
and by setting g(u)(T) = ~~(7’) where j = min{i > 1: ti(u) = T). Clearly, 
g maps X into 9. Moreover, for agiven uE X and any fixed t E J, there 
exists a unique index isuch that E Ii(u), which implies that, in particular, 
u E Vi. Thus, g(u)(t) = vi(t) and 1 u(t) - U,(t)\ < A SO that 
4g(u)(th G(u)(t)) G d(vdt), G(ui)(t)) + WG(ui)(t), G(u)(t)) 
< d(vt(t), G(ui)(t)) + E* 
It follows that, for each uE X, d(g(u)(t), G(u)(t)) < Eat almost every t E I. 
Observe that, for any points u,w in X and any t E J, 
I g(u)(t) - .dw)(t)l G t x[J~“) d Jdw)l(t) I vi(t)1 (2.2) 
where, as usual, 
J<(U) d Ii(w) = (Ii(u) n CJi(w)) LJ (CJi(U) n JAW))* 
Since X is compact, (t,),g,<, is a uniformly equicontinuous family of real 
valued functions. Thus, for every 7 > 0, there xists a y > 0 such that, 
for any 24 EX, w E X satisfying 1 u(t) - w(t)/ < y at every t EI, 
and hence 
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so that (2.2) implies 
Therefore, g: %- + Y1 is uniformly continuous, andthe proof is complete. 
Remark. The foregoing construction shows that he following additional 
assertion h lds true, as well: For every 7 > 0, there exists a p> 0 such that, 
for any u E L%?, w E S? satisfying j u(t) - w(t)1 < p at every tE 1, 
A@ El: I&4(t) - g(w)(t)l > 01) < 77. 
Indeed, more precisely, there xists, for each uE Z, a finite (disjoint) u ion 
E(u) of subintervals of I with p(E(u)) < r) such that, for any w E .% satisfying 
1 w(t) - u(t)] < p at every t~1, we haveg(w)(t) = g(u)(t) a  every tEI - E(u). 
3. CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS: THE CONTINUOUS CASE 
The basic theorem on the existence of continuous selections may be stated 
as follows. 
THEOREM 1. If F: R + camp X is continuous, there xists a continuous 
mapping : T --+ P such that, for every uE-X, g(u)(t) E G(u)(t) atalmost 
mery t E I. 
By Proposition 2, there xists a continuous mapping o: s+? -+ 9 such 
that, for each uE ~6, 
W’W)~ G(W)) < 4 
at almost every tE I. 
We will use induction to show that for every n > 1, there exist a continuous 
mapping ”: L%? + Zr with the properties that, for each uE s?, 
4g”W), G(u)(t)) -=c 2+-l (3.1) 
at almost every tE I and 
p({t EI: j g”(u)(t) - g”-l(u)(t)1 3 2?+1}) < 2-n. (3.2) 
As a result there will exist for each uE Z a measurable mapping (u) of I into 
X such that he sequence (g”(u)) converges tog(u) a.e. in measure and that 
a subsequence of (g”(u)) converges tog(u) a.e. in I. Thus, by (3.1), wewill 
have that, for each u E s?, g(u)(t) E G(u)(t) atalmost every tE 1. In fact, 
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since (3.2) holds uniformly whatever uE X, Lebesgue’s Dominated Conver- 
gence Theorem shows that g(u) Edpr for each u E X and that (g”(u)) con- 
verges to g(u) in 9 uniformly whatever uE S. Hence, gwill be a continuous 
mapping of X into 9 because ach gn: X -+ .9 is continuous, and this 
will prove the theorem. 
By the remark above and the continuity of F in R, we can choose aconstant 
d, > 0 such that: (i) 
WV, 4, F(s, Y)) -=c 2-2 
forany(t,x),(s,y)inRwith[t--1 <A,, Ix-y1 <d,;and(ii) 
Put E I: I $(u)(t) - gO(w)(Ol > 0)) < 2-l 
whatever uE X, w E X satisfying / u(t) - w(t)1 < d, at every t ~1. As in 
the proof of Proposition 2,let (Uil)l<icN(l) be a finite open covering of X 
such that diam Uil < d, for each i; let (~~i)r(~(~(i) be a continuous partition 
of unity subordinate o(U,r); select for each i a point uil E Vi’; and choose, 
for each i, a (Lebesgue) measurable mapping zlil: I -+ W such that, at almost 
every t E I, 
+(t) E G(u,l)(t) 
I M) - g”W)Wl = W’W)W, GW)(t)>. 
This is possible because ach G(u:) is continuous, hence measurable in I 
(cf., e.g., 131). 
Introduce asbefore, for each u E X, 
t,‘(u) = 0, t?(u) = t;-_,(u) + TjQ(u), 1 < i < N(l), 
let ./T(u) = [L(u), til(u>[ f or every i so that J = u Jil(u), define the 
restriction of g’(u) to J by 
N(1) 
P(W = c x&WI ai 
1 
and set g’(u)(T) = ~~‘(2’) where j = min{i 3 1: t,‘(u) = 5”). 
It follows at once, as in the proof of Proposition 2, that g1 is a continuous 
mapping of .X into F. To verify the inequalities (3.1), (3.2) suppose uE X 
is given and t E J is fixed. Then t E JS1(u) for aunique index iand this implies, 
in particular, thatp,l(u) > 0. Hence,gl(u)(t) = Q(t) and I u(t) - u,l(t)l < d, 
so that 
W(W, G(W)) < 4W), WiW>) + W(W), G(W)) 
d 4$(t), WQ>(t>) + Z-e 
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and 
PW E I: I gl@)W - $W)I 2 11) 
< p({t EI: 1 $(ut)(t) - $(u)(t)1 > 2-l)) < 2-l. 
Thus, (3.1) and (3.2) hold with n = 1. 
Clearly, an analogous construction can be carried out for every n > 1, and 
therefore urproof is complete. 
COROLLARY. If F: R -+ camp X is continuous, there xists anabsolutely 
continuous mapping tl of I into UP such that G(O) = 0 and a’(t) EF(t, Ci(t)) at 
almost every tE I. 
Indeed, by Theorem 1, there xists a continuous mapping : x + 9 
such that, for each uE .Y, g(u)(t) E F(t, u(t)) atalmost every tE I. Let h(u), 
for each uE Z, be the mapping of I into IP defined bysetting 
h(u)(t) = itg(u)(s) ds 
for every tE I. Then clearly, h iscontinuous and maps ~6 into itself. Hence, 
by Schauder’s classical theorem, there xists a point dE .Y for which 
zi = h(d), i.e., zZ(t) = h(G)(t) at every t~1. This implies that G(O) = 0 and 
al(t) = g(a)(t) EF(t, d(t)) atalmost every t~1. 
We will prove below, as a corollary to Theorem 2, that he above conclusion 
remains valid under much weaker assumptions  F and, as a corollary to 
Theorem 3, that afar stronger assertion h lds true under the same assump- 
tions on F, as above. 
4. CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS: THE MEASURABLE CASE 
Theorem 1 can be extended tomappings of R = I x B into camp X that 
satisfy Caratheodory-type conditions. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose F:I x B -+ camp X satisjies th  hypotheses: 
(i) for each xE B, t + F(t, x) is measurable in I; 
(ii) for each tE I, x --t F(t, x) is continuous in B. 
505/19/2-I3 
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Then there exists a continuous mapping g: J? ---f S1 such that, for each uE x, 
g(u)(t) E G(u)(t) atalmost every tE I. 
Our proof will make use of the assertion of Theorem 1. The proof of 
Theorem 1 rests upon the following two properties of the mapping 
F: I x B -+ camp X, which are direct onsequences of the assumed continuity: 
(i) The family (F(t, ))ts, ofmappings of B into camp X is uniformly 
equicontinuous; and 
(ii) for each uE %7, the mapping G(U): t -+ F(t, u(t)) is measurable in I. 
Let us show that he hypotheses of Theorem 2induce in F essentially the 
same properties. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose F: I x B -+ camp X satisfies thehypotheses of 
Theorem 2. Then, for every E > 0, there exists a closed set EC I with p(I - E) < E 
such that he family (F(t, )& of mappings ofB into camp X is uniformly 
equicontinuous. 
Let 6, , for every n > 1, be the real valued function i I whose value at 
each t E I is the supremum of all constants p > 0 such that 1x - y j < p 
for any two points x,y in B implies 
WV, 4, W, Y)) -=c l/n- 
To prove the assertion we eed only show that for every E> 0, there xists 
a closed set E C I with ~(1 - E) < E such that each restriction 8, 1 E is con- 
tinuous. 
Let A = {x,: m > l} be a dense subset of B. Hypothesis (i) implies that 
there xists a closed set L C I with ~(1 - L) < 42 such that he restriction 
to L of every mapping t-+ F(t, x,) is continuous. We assert that each 
restriction 6, 1 L is upper semicontinuous, hence measurable. 
Indeed, suppose for some (fixed) n 2 1 there were a point t, EL, a constant 
0 > 0, and a sequence (tk) in L converging to t, such that S,(t,) > S,(t,) + u 
for all K > 1. Let yi , yz be points inB with 
wo) < I Yl - Yz I G uto) + SD 
such that, for some A > 0, 
V’(t, I YJ, W, , YJ) = l/n + A. 
Then there would exist points xm, , xmz in A and a point , EL such that, 
for i= 1,2, 1yi - x,< / < u/S and 
W(to , n), W,, 7 xmiN -=c 43 
WV,, , x,J> F(b 3 xnJ> < 43. 
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which is absurd. 
It follows that here xists a closed set E CL with @, - E) < 42 such 
that each restriction 6-I E is continuous. Clearly, b  construction,# - E)< E. 
The preceding Lemma is in the spirit ofan analogous result ofScorza 
Dragoni [12] for eal-valued functions. Another ecent generalization of that 
result may be found in [8]. 
LEMMA 2. If F: I x B -+ camp X satisjies th  hypotheses of Theorem 2, 
then, for each uE V, G(u): t---f F(t, u(t)) ismeasurable in I. 
Let u E V be given, and let (u,J be a sequence of piecewise constant 
mappings in I that converges tou uniformly inI. We need only show that, 
for every E> 0, there xists a closed set E,, C I with ~(1 - E,,) < E such 
that G(u) 1 E, is continuous. 
As a result ofLemma 1, there is a closed set E C I with p(I - E) < 42 
such that he sequence (G(u,)) converges to G(u) uniformly inE. Since ach 
G(u,) is measurable in Iand hence in E, there exists a closed set E,, C E with 
p(E - EO) < c/2 such that each restriction G(u,) 1E,, is continuous. This 
implies that G(u) 1 E, is continuous. 
The proof of Theorem 2 now proceeds a follows. Choose an increasing 
sequence (E,) of closed sets E, C I with p(I - E,) < 2~ such that each 
restriction F 1 E,x B is continuous and define, for every n > 1, 
F”(t, x) = F(t, x) (t, x) E E, x B 
zz 0, (t,x)EI- E, x B. 
Then it follows, as aconsequence of Theorem 1 and our remarks above, that 
there xists, for every n 3 1, a continuous mapping n: X ---f P such that 
for each uE X, g”(u)(t) E F(t, u(t)) atalmost every t E E, . Let A, = E1 and 
A n+1 - En,, - E, for every n > 1 so that E, = (J: A,, and define g(u), 
for each uE X, by settingg(u) 1 A, = g”(u) and putting g(u) II - uy A, = 0. 
Clearly, g maps X into 9 and, for each uE X, g(u)(t) EF(t, u(t)) atalmost 
every t E I. Moreover, g:Z -+ PEP1 is continuous since, for any u E X and 
WEST, 
s, I g(u)(t) - .&W)l dt dP+~M + 2 j-, I g”(u)(t) - s” w>(t>l d  
1 
whatever n > 1 and each gk is continuous, by construction. 
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COROLLARY. Suppose F:I x B -j camp X satisfies th  hypotheses: 
(i) for each xE B, t -+ F(t, x) is measurable in I, 
(ii) for each tE I, x -+ F(t, x) is continuous in B. 
Then there exists anabsolutely continuous mapping zi of I into IWn such that 
22(O) = 0 and C(t) EF(t, ti(t)) at almost every tE I. 
This result has been proved independently and in a different manner by 
Kaczynski and Olech [lo]. 
5. CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS: THE CONTINUOUS CASE REFINED 
We will show now that he assertions of Theorem 1 can be considerably 
strengthened an made more precise, without any change in the original 
assumptions. 
Let us note first the following simple result. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose H: I -+ camp X is continuous andv: I + UP is a 
piecewise constant mapping such that d(v(t), H(t)) < p for every tEI. Thq 
for every E> 0, there exists a piecewise constant mapping w: I + [Wn such that 
d(v(t), w(t)) < p and d(w(t), H(t)) < c for every tE I. 
Indeed, given E> 0, we can choose apartition (&)rcicn ofJ = [0, T[, 
consisting of intervals I& = [tie1 , ti[, such that v-r(&) = xi and 
D(H(s), H(t)) < E for any s, t in Ki . Then, for each i, there xists a point 
yi E H(t,J such that d(v(&-J, yi) < p and d(y+ ,H(t)) < E for every 
t E & . We claim that he mapping w: I -+ IP defined bysetting w 1Ki = yt 
for each i and putting w(T) = lim,,,- w(t) has all the desired properties. 
Clearly, if tE J then tE Ki for aunique Ki so that w(t) = yc and v(t) = xi = 
v(tiWl), andhence d(v(t), w(t)) < p and d(w(t), H(t)) < E. Thus, by con- 
tinuity, hese inequalities remain valid at t = T. 
THEOREM 3. If F: R + camp X is continuous, there xists a continuous 
mapping g: x + 2’1 such that, for every uE Y, g(u) is a regulated mapping 
in I and g(u)(t) E G(u)(t) for every tE I. 
We shall construct, forevery n > 1, a continuous mapping n: X -+ S 
such that, for every uE X, g”(u) is a piecewise constant mapping of I into X
which satisfies, at every tE I, 
4P(4(th G(W)) < 2” (5-I) 
1 g”fl(u)(t) - g”(u)(t)1 < 2-n-r. (54 
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As a result, for every uE x, the sequence (g”(u)) will converge uniformly 
in I to a mapping (u) of I into X that is regulated in I and satisfies 
g(v)(t) E G(u)(t) atevery t~1. Indeed, since the convergence is uniform in I 
and each gn is continuous in x, g will be a continuous mapping of Z into Z’l, 
and this will prove our assertion. 
Our construction proceeds intwo stages. 
First choose a decreasing null sequence (A,) of positive constants such that, 
for every 11 > 1, 
D(F(& x), F(s, y)) < 2-n-3 (5.3) 
for any points (t, x), (s, y) inRwith It---s1 <A,, lx---y/ <d,.This 
can be done because F is uniformly continuous in R. 
Select, for every 71 3 1, a finite open covering ( Uin)r(iGNo,) of thecompact 
space %- such that 
diam Vi+’ < A, , 1 < i < N(n); 
let ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ be a continuous partition of u ity subordinate to ( Uin)l~I~N(n); 
and set 
w*n = (24 Eup: P,“(U) > O}, 1 < i < N(n). 
We assert that, for every n > 1 and every vector index k = (A, ..., k,) 
such that 
there exists a piecewise constant mapping vkn: I-+ X and a point u,” Efly W& 
such that, at every tE I, 
d(vkn(t), G(ukn)(t)) < 2-+‘. (5.4) 
This assertion is obviously true for rz = 1. Suppose that it is true for 
11 = 1, 2,..., p  If K = (K, )...) R,) is such that (5.4) holds for n = p, we can 
apply Lemma 3 and construct, forevery integer j such that 
1 <j < N(P + 11, (piqn w;+l# %, 
a piecewise constant mappmg vtk,,) p+l:I--f X which satisfies, at very tE I, 
~(v(,,J’+~ (t),G(uk’)( t)) < 2-“-3 (5.5) 
1 v(J+yt) - vlc”(t)l < 2-‘-l. (5.6) 
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[For any n-vector index k = (kl ,..., k,) and integer j, we denote by (A, j) the 
the (n + I)-vector index (kl ,..., k, j).] Thus, if we fix apoint 
=+lE f) Wlv n Wj?", u(k,i) 
1 
we deduce for every t E I, 
< dhk.j)9+1(t), G&W)) + WLW), G(Tk.n”+%t>) 
<2-"-3+2-P-3 =2-("+1)-l. 
Hence, our assertion s true for 12 = p + 1 and therefore, by induction, for
every n > 1. 
We next define, for every uES?, a sequence of finite partitions f the 
interval / = [0, T[ as follows. Given u EL%?, we successively construct, 
for every n 3 1 and every n-vector index K = (kr ,..., A,) with 1 < A, < N(v), 
1 < Y < n, an interval jkn(l() c J such that 
and 
J = u Ji’o4 (5.7) 
l$ky(l) 
JkW = u JZ&)> n z 1. (5.8) 
l<kgf(n+l) 
Indeed, let 
&l(u) = 0, C(u) = t:-_,(u) + qJi’(u), 1 <i<iv(l) 
and set J<‘(u) = [t:-,(u), t:(u)[ for each i= I,..., N(1). Then, clearly, Jii’(u) 
is nonempty if and only if u E Wil but (5.7) holds whatever u E LX? because 
(pii)rCi(,,(i) is a partition of unity. More generally, if K = (kr ,..., k,J is an 
n-vector index with 1 < k, < N(V), 1< v ,( n, for which x”(u) has been 
constructed, l t 
and set 
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for each j = l,..., N(n+ 1). Then J$(u) is nonempty if and only if 
24 Efly W;, n I;trjn+l, a d, in particular, u E 0: W& implies that (5.8) holds 
nontrivially. Observe that, in this case, diam Jkn(u) = Tn:p”,,(~) > 0. 
However, whatever u E X, we have by construction hat
J = U{J*“(u): k = (k, ...) k,), 1< k” 9 N(u), 1< u < n}. (5.9) 
We are now ready to define, for every n > 1, the desired mapping n of S 
into S. In view of (5.9) wecan do this simply by prescribing, for every u E X, 
the restriction of g”(u) to each of the intervals Jkn(u). More precisely, for 
every uE Z, we define 
N(1) 
g’W I J = c xum1 vj (5.10) 
1 
and set, for every n 3 1, and every n-vector index k = (k, ..., A,) with 
1 < k, < N(v), 1< u < n, 
Nh+l) 
gn+v4 IJhW = c XG3~)l %.i)nfl. (5.11) 
1 
This uniquely defines, forevery n > 1, g”(u) as a piecewise constant mapping 
in J, and hence we can extend g”(u) to I = J by setting 
PW( T) =$$n- fww. (5.12) 
Clearly, forevery n 3 1, gn is a mapping of X into gl. In fact, our construc- 
tion implies, similarly as was shown in Proposition 2, that eachg* is continuous 
in X. Thus, only the inequalities (5.1) and (5.2) remain to be verified. 
Let u E .X be given and fix any t E J. Then, for every n 2 1, there xists 
one and only one n-vector index k = (k, ..., k,) such that E Jlen(u). This 
implies that, inparticular, u E fi: WL, and therefore, by (5.1 I), 
4g”Wh G(W) = &c”(t), G(W) 
G 4~‘?), GbcV)) + WG(u~W), ‘W(t)) 
< 2-n-l f 2-n-3 < 2-n. 
Moreover, ift EJlcn then t EJ$$ for one and only one index jwith 1 < j < 
N(n + l), so that also uE fi: W;, n W?y+l. Hence, we deduce from (5.4) 
and (5.6) that 
I g”“(u)(t) -g”(u)(t)! = I?qle.j)n+l (t) - vrc”(t)l < 2+-l. 
Thus, the inequalities (5.1), (5.2) hold at every t EJ. Clearly, by (5.12) and 
continuity, they remain valid at t = T. 
This completes the proof. 
39s ANTOSIEWICZ AND CELLINA 
COROLLARY. If F: R + camp X is continuous, there xists a regulated 
mapping 4: I -+ UP such that he mapping t?: t+ Jl e(s) ds of I into W satis$es 
C(t) EF(t, zl(t)) at ewery tEI (and G(O) = 0). 
This result was first proved by Filippov [4] in a different way. He showed 
earlier [3] that acontinuous mapping 6: I -+ W for which the assertion of the 
Corollary would hold need not exist, ingeneral. 
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